Abstract-A computer network's performance can be improved by increasing servers, upgrading the hardware, and gaining additional bandwidth. Another important issue to increase network performance is to use an appropriate mathematical model and using that model for forecasting the network load at peak hours. We analyze a network traffic time series of Internet requests made to a workstation. This series exhibits a long-range dependence and self-similarity in large time scale and exhibits multi-fractal in small time scale. With the growing demand of using computer networks, there is increasing demand to explore new techniques for forecasting. In this paper we used the wavelet filters based on multi-resolution analysis along with the Seasonal Autoregressive Moving Average (SARIMA) models for forecasting network traffic volume. We used the Daubechies 4 (db4) wavelet filters for compression of time series and SARIMA modeling for forecasting the series. Our proposed methodology is based on the theory that most of the network traffic signals are always having the noise and unnecessary details not required for further analysis hence forecasting directly from such signals may prove computationally intensive and prone to error. The denoised and compressed signals using wavelet filters will be comparatively more smoothed and helpful for speedy and accurate forecasts. We compare our results with simple SARIMA methodology and conclude that our proposed method give better and accurate forecasts. Using wavelet based SARIMA model, we believe that with the right choice of mother wavelet, moving towards a wavelet based forecasting system would significantly improve the forecasting efficiency. Using the wavelet transformation (WT), a multiresolution representation of a traffic signal is possible which breaks the signal into its shifted and scaled versions [14] . This breaking up of signal is used for smoothing of time series to differentiate what is a signal and what is noise. This filtered data is then further used to search time series models as possible candidates for forecasting. These models may be standard AR, ANN and fuzzy, etc to produce forecast that best approximate the mean and variance of actual traffic. Figure 2 and Figure 3 shows the internet traffic load over server aggregated half hourly and three hourly. In this paper, we presented an application of wavelets for forecasting network traffic data collected from the server of University of Karachi's High Speed Fibre Optics LAN with Wireless Computing Support (HSFB LAN) (see Fig. 1 ) using wavelet based seasonal autoregressive moving average model. We use wavelet filters to reduce the contamination of this signal and estimate models from SARIMA for forecasting. A comparison with Box and Jenkins SARIMA model is also given in this paper [3] . We prove that models using wavelet filters produce better forecasts as compared to unfiltered original time series. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we describe the wavelet properties that are most important for forecasting even non-stationary time series. In section 3, we give the brief introduction of Box and Jenkins SARIMA models; next we discussed our proposed model in section 4 and compare its forecasts with the forecast obtained from SARIMA model directly. In the last section, we give our conclusions.
I. INTRODUCTION
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Badar Sami is the Assistant Professor at Department of Computer Science University of Karachi also he is deputy project director of HSFB LAN e-mail: badarsami@uok.edu.pk artificial neural networks (ANN), and fuzzy logic [5] [17] . A recently developed technique of wavelet has attracted the attention of researchers and is a new and rapidly growing area of research within finance, business, statistics, mathematics, computer science and engineering [15] [8] . Using the wavelet transformation (WT), a multiresolution representation of a traffic signal is possible which breaks the signal into its shifted and scaled versions [14] . This breaking up of signal is used for smoothing of time series to differentiate what is a signal and what is noise. This filtered data is then further used to search time series models as possible candidates for forecasting. These models may be standard AR, ANN and fuzzy, etc to produce forecast that best approximate the mean and variance of actual traffic. Figure 2 and Figure 3 shows the internet traffic load over server aggregated half hourly and three hourly. In this paper, we presented an application of wavelets for forecasting network traffic data collected from the server of University of Karachi's High Speed Fibre Optics LAN with Wireless Computing Support (HSFB LAN) (see Fig. 1 ) using wavelet based seasonal autoregressive moving average model. We use wavelet filters to reduce the contamination of this signal and estimate models from SARIMA for forecasting. A comparison with Box and Jenkins SARIMA model is also given in this paper [3] . We prove that models using wavelet filters produce better forecasts as compared to unfiltered original time series. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we describe the wavelet properties that are most important for forecasting even non-stationary time series. In section 3, we give the brief introduction of Box and Jenkins SARIMA models; next we discussed our proposed model in section 4 and compare its forecasts with the forecast obtained from SARIMA model directly. In the last section, we give our conclusions.
II. WAVELET ANALYSIS
In this section, we will focus to describe some of properties of WT related to forecasting of time series data. There are commonly two types of wavelets decompositions [6] [7] [8] [16] , the continuous wavelet transforms (CWT) and discrete wavelet transforms (DWT). The first one transforms a time series over entire real axis where as second over discrete sets of points. The choice of selection between them depends on the task in hand and computational considerations. A DWT decomposition using Mallat's pyramid algorithm in multiresolution framework [ is the set of positive integers. Then the discrete mother wavelet will be as under:
and the corresponding DWT is
It is also possible to reconstruct a signal f using wavelet transform through: The important point is that, equation 4 gives one-on-one correspondence of original signal in terms of its wavelet coefficients which means that data compression and high storage can be achieved by discarding certain coefficients that are in significant and can not contribute towards the reconstruction of original signal [6] [7] [8] .
B. Data Compression using wavelet based
Multiresolution Analysis (MRA) In this section we will briefly discuss very important numerical application of wavelets i.e. data compression using MRA. The wavelet multiresolution analysis (MRA) is the process of decomposition of a discrete signal into approximate and detailed signals at each time scale [11] , through a series of scaling functions ( ) 
Its wavelet transform is as follows: show the approximation at the coarsest scale and details at all scales respectively. It means the wavelet function is scaled and shifted along the axis and therefore the signal, too.
III. BOX-JENKINS APPROACH
A stochastic model, in which the current value is expressed as a finite, linear aggregate of previous values of the process and a shock, is an autoregressive (AR) process. The p th order autoregressive process is
The model contains p+2 unknown parameters ,
σ . In model (7) ) (B . To achieve great flexibility in fitting of actual time series, it is sometimes advantageous to include both autoregressive and moving average terms in the model. This leads to the mixed autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model. An ARMA(p, q) represent p th order autoregressive and q th order moving average model. Many series actually encountered in business or industry exhibits non-stationary behavior and do not vary about a fixed mean. Models that describe such homogeneous non-stationary behavior can be obtained by supposing some suitable difference of the process to be stationary. These models are referred to as autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) processes. The ARIMA(p, d, q) process is 
IV. WAVELET BASED SEASONAL AUTOREGRESSIVE MOVING AVERAGES MODEL As discussed in previous section wavelet can decompose a time series signal into well localized components that allow for zooming in of interesting features. The important details can be enhanced and unimportant details or noise can be left during reconstruction. We use these properties of wavelet in our proposed model for forecasting. In our proposed model, we decompose and smooth the signals using wavelet filtering techniques. We compress the signal while retaining more than 99% energy of original time series using global threshold method [9] [10] in which magnitudes of all those wavelet coefficients which are more than a threshold level are set to zero. Hence we can write the equation 6 as (12) which can be further reduced using partial discrete wavelet transform (PDWT) to
The equation (13) will now be our reduced model on the basis of which we will compress our time series signals. The compression ratio will be the ratio between the length of reduced model and length of original signal. For example 20% compression ratio means we select 20% of the coefficient for compression of a signal and discard 80%. If the compression ratio is high we will better approximate the true signal.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EVALUATION
We applied the algorithm over the network traffic collected from University of Karachi High Speed Fibre Optics Local Area Network with Wireless Computing Support (HSFB LAN). The traffic over the server accumulated hourly. We collected large amount of data but few traces are mentioned in the table 1. We generated a large amount of data through simulation that is published in [1] . In this section we experimentally demonstrated the superiority of our model over traditional SARIMA model. We model and predict the network traffic load over the server, using SARIMA and our proposed technique. After the iterative testing of different wavelet families, we selected db4 wavelet, the most suited to our application. We compressed the original signal while using 20% of the transformed coefficients with db4 wavelets which retained more then 99% energy of the original time series. The compressed signal allows us to trade off a small amount of precision for very large gains in speed. The compression process removed most of the noise from signal. First, we estimate the models that are used for forecasting of original and filtered time series using the criteria of minimum sum of squared error (SSE), Akaike information criterion (AIC) and maximum adjusted 2 R (see Models. This also shows the forecast evaluation statistics using original and compressed models. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we model and forecast Network traffic load over the University of Karachi's server using wavelet filters based SARIMA models. To achieve our goal, we decompose our original time series using best suited db4 wavelet filters and then reconstruct it using 20% best featured coefficient which compressed and denoised the signal. This reconstructed signal retains more then 99% energy of the original signal. We fitted models based on SARIMA to the original and compressed series. Model estimated on the bases of compressed series gave best short term forecast as compared to original SARIMA model. We believe that moving towards a wavelet based forecasting system would significantly improve the forecasting efficiency of time series data. We also conclude that models based on compressed time series using wavelets also improved the speed and efficiency of forecasted models as compared to traditional time series models. 
